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5: Intentions

This  section  describes  my  intentions  for  the  suitability  analysis  and

implementation of an advanced robotics project for a college (senior secondary)

Information Technology class.

a: Context statement and situation analysis

I  was  professionally  attached  to  a  Canberran  public  senior  secondary  school

(college) during Term 3.  My major is “Information Technology” (IT) and I was

assigned by the school to a “Programming” class.  Throughout Semester 2, these

students participated in an “Advanced Project” unit, specialising in “Robotics”.  I

taught them four hours per week for the length of my Professional Attachment 2.

My mentoring teacher, Lewis, has taught IT at the secondary school and college

levels for years.  He was likewise excited about this novel idea proposed by Ross

from “JDV”,  the project's  sponsoring company.   One of  our deputy principals,

Mark, was also loosely affiliated with the project, offering general advice along

the  way.   The  class  contained 15 students  from varying  IT  backgrounds  and

ability levels.

The unspecific “Advanced Project” unit is provided by the ACT Board of Senior

Secondary Studies (BSSS) IT “Course Framework”.  It is obvious to me that Lewis

decided upon this unit and subsequent robotics project in an attempt to provide

these students with a rich task that would develop various aspects of their IT

skills.   We  agreed  that  Ross  originally  masterminded  the  project  with  the
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intention of triggering more interest in robotics among young IT students.  Mark

clearly had much faith in Lewis' IT facilitating ability and was pleased that the

students were to participate in Ross' advanced robotics project, or a variation

thereof.  I also needed to consult some of my computer systems engineering and

project management knowledge, guiding the students in a direction with success

at its endpoint.

b: Definition of the case

From those offered, I chose “an episode of collaboration among the staff as they

work together over a space of  time to achieve an outcome” to be the major

element of this study, focusing on a suitability analysis and implementation of

the advanced robotics project in the above classroom context.  The objectives of

this  study  were  to  ensure  that:  the  advanced  project  created  by  Ross  was

suitable for all students within the class; the relative complexity of the hardware,

software and management components of the project were well balanced; the

project tasks were open-ended, especially since one of the students was already

at a significantly higher level than the others; the assessment items were fair and

varied in nature, to give a more complete picture of student achievement.

Two significant terms used in my GDE4006 assignments are “advanced project”

and  “robotics”.   The  first  refers  to  a  flexible  semester-long  unit  framework

designed by the BSSS, to be tailor-made by the teachers in accordance with its

overarching  guidelines.   In  this  context,  “robotics”  refers  to  an  independent

embedded  system  designed  to  operate  autonomously  and  achieve  particular
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goals  outlined in  the design brief.   My central  concerns  about  this  advanced

project were that: Ross' original prescription was possibly too difficult for all but

the most capable students; the major practical assessment piece would need to

be open-ended enough for students who were destined to excel.

c: Significance of this study

“Too often teaching is constructed as a delivery system designed to transmit a

predetermined  body  of  undisputed  knowledge  to  passive  students”

(Groundwater-Smith,  Cusworth  & Dobbins,  1998,  p.  19).   Edwards,  Gandini  &

Forman (1998) agree that the highest level of teaching is best achieved through

real  work  experience,  supported  by  continuous  reflection  and  enrichment  (p.

130).  Based on Ross' challenge, Lewis correctly realised that the students would

be more stimulated by a rich task than by learning an excess of general robotics-

related theory.

The  results  of  this  case  study  will  potentially  benefit  fellow  teachers  and

students, by clarifying a process for the effective planning and implementation of

an advanced project in the senior secondary years.  They will also form a basis

for  subsequent  development  related  to  the  potential  benefits  of  receiving

external funding to finance similar advanced projects.  However, the bottom line

was that we needed to relate and collaborate regularly and effectively to ensure

that  the  students  are  not  ultimately  disadvantaged  when  tertiary  entrance

potential enters the equation.
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d: Conceptual framework with reference to the literature

“By empowering teachers and reducing the uncertainties of the job that must

otherwise  be  faced  in  isolation,  collaborative  cultures  also  raise  student

achievement” (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1991, p. 49).  Despite coming from different

viewpoints, this was exactly what Lewis, Ross and Mark were trying to establish

via the implementation of this advanced robotics project.

Having said this, I assumed that I could deduce what each party wanted and how

they would likely be affected.  Through further collaboration during the semester,

I  tried  to  develop  a  more  thorough  understanding  of  their  perspectives  and

intentions.   However,  as  a  pre-service teacher,  I  am possibly  less  capable  of

doing so in great depth than are more experienced educators  like Lewis  and

Mark.  I also assumed both that: the project Ross devised was achievable within

the given time frame at the student level; the students were all interested in the

project  and  would  offer  a  level  of  performance  near  to  their  maximum

capabilities.

e: Methodology

“Culture should provide a pattern for life, based upon a clear understanding of

individual potentialities and limitations and measured against the highest ideals

of human endeavour” (Beare, Caldwell & Millikan, 1989, p. 178).  An ingredient of

this  culture  within  a  schooling environment is  the way educators  shape their
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curriculum to meet the needs of their students.  It was therefore important also

from a cultural viewpoint to ensure that this advanced project was implemented

suitably for the context at hand.

Fullan (2003) notes that “without collaboration, as the complexity of a problem

increases,  there is  no commensurate  increase  in the capabilities  that  can  be

readily  applied  to  it  (p.  68)”.   Complicated  issues  like  the  suitability  and

implementation of an advanced robotics project into a college curriculum are not

easily resolved if those involved mostly think individually.  In the best interests of

all  concerned,  Lewis,  Ross,  Mark  and  I  needed  to  plan,  communicate  and

collaborate  about  this  regularly.   After  all,  “meaningful  and  effective

communication  is  now  consciously  perceived  as  a  way  of  determining  and

measuring the quality of social and educational experiences” (Edwards, Gandini

& Forman, 1998, p. 109).

f: Ethics

As always, consideration must be given to the ethical implications of conducting

such a case study.  I ensured that all matters relating to students were treated

confidentially, to protect their privacy and self-esteem.  As mentioned earlier, the

tasks and assessment items associated with this project had to be worthwhile

and fair.  Regular collaboration with and scaffolding for the students was also

necessary due to the complexity of  the project,  providing them with a better

chance of achieving highly.

Although JDV generously donated much of the robotic hardware to the school, it
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was  immediately  obvious  that  additional  purchases  would  be  required.   In

fairness to the college, I  decided to ensure that the students did not request

expensive components without offering worthwhile accompanying reasons.  I also

collaborated with Lewis about this issue when it surfaced, attempting to balance

cost with effectiveness.

Word Count ~ 1050 ~ +5%
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6: Findings

This  section  describes  my  findings  from  the  suitability  analysis  and

implementation of an advanced robotics project for a college (senior secondary)

Information Technology class, based on the intentions described in the previous

section.

a: Data analysis and interpretation

The data for this report was collected during Professional Attachment 2, in the

first six weeks of Term 3.  I considered its relevance and accuracy during and

after this period in preparation for the writing of this report.  I made sense of the

data by analysing it with respect to: the school context and environment; recent

educational theory focusing on relating and collaborating.  In cases where the

gathered data did not match my expectations, I considered why this might be so

and in some cases communicated my findings to Lewis.  He offered suggestions

about why certain things happened and how we might go about redirecting any

that were undesired.  My proposal contained several features that were queued

for  synthesis  during  PA2,  and I  will  now proceed to  explain  my findings  and

interpretations relating to these.

“Successful organizations need a sense of not just where they are but of where

they are heading” (President and Fellows of Harvard College, 1999, p. 33).  Lewis,

Mark and I knew the importance of regular planning sessions with each other and

with Ross in order to form a successful alliance.  Lewis and I spoke daily about

the  “Advanced  Project  (Robotics)”  unit  details,  to  synchronise  our  ideas  and
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strategies.  We rarely disagreed with each other's comments and collaborative

conflict was not an issue.  He deferred to my judgement in engineering-related

matters,  but  regularly  handed  out  constructive  advice  relating  to  planning,

implementing, teaching and assessing.  Mark checked on our progress every few

days, and provided helpful advice regarding macroscopic matters such as unit

budgeting.  We headed down the path that I had originally recommended, and

the students were provided with double the number of hardware components

initially supplied by  JDV.  Together,  we minimised cost but ensured that each

team possessed its own components in all bar one (expensive) case.  Ross was

initially  responsive,  providing  solid  advice  regarding  hardware  selection.

However, he seemed to mysteriously disappear into thin air after July.  Lewis and

I  both  made  regular  attempts  to  contact  Ross  during  August,  without  any

success.

The robotics challenge devised by Ross was probably not fitting for all students

within  the  “Advanced  Project”  class,  based  mainly  on  their  lack  of  prior

knowledge.  When I suggested to Ross that some students might struggle due to

its relative complexity, he agreed with this possibility.  I accepted this conflict,

knowing that professionals with different frames of reference who make decisions

about  student  needs  are  likely  to  differ  occasionally  about  desired  outcomes

(Fleming  &  Monda-Amaya,  2001).   Lewis  and  I  decided  that  Ross'  robotics

challenge should be delayed until Term 4, giving the students time to work on

simpler projects during Term 3.  Since this report relates to PA2 within Term 3, I

will instead elaborate around the assessment items implemented for this period.

The  hardware,  software  and  management  components  of  Ross'  robotics

challenge were well-balanced, and I intended to offer a similar breakdown within
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the Term 3 assessment items.  Lewis then suggested two additional tasks, which

combined to extend their overall levels of diversity and authenticity.  To further

enhance  these  aspects,  we  decided  that  the  first  was  to  be  a  theoretical

individual assignment and the second a team-oriented practical project.  Lewis

mentioned that the assessment tasks needed to be open-ended, especially since

one  student  designs  embedded  robotic  systems  as  a  hobby.   In  addition  to

focusing on fulfilling this request, I knew that the assessment items had to be fair

and varied in nature.  To achieve this, it was critically important to ensure that

both  were  well-written  because  “imprecise  language  is  the  cause  of  much

miscommunication” (Friend & Cook, 2007, p. 225).  For the sake of completeness,

I have included both assessment items, supplementary materials, student results

and work samples alongside this report.  A link to these exists in Appendix A.

Friend  & Cook  (2007)  also  believe  that  “finding  the  best  ways  to  coordinate

services is a task that truly is worth the collaborative time it consumes” (p. 178).

Keeping in mind the complexity that embedded robotics entails, we knew that

allocating sufficient time to collaboration was a necessity to heighten the level of

student  achievement.   The  “Results”  spreadsheet  (see  Appendix  A)  provides

detailed information about student achievement in the “Individual Assignment”

item.  Lewis and I were very satisfied with the overall: average of 12.5 out of 20;

standard deviation of 5.2.  He also emailed me later to say that the students

were pleased with their results.  Student-teachers love a pat on the back from

their mentor, and I felt relieved that the first assessment item was a success.

The second was due well after the conclusion of PA2, so I am currently unaware

of how the students performed.
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b: Discussion of results

After an enthusiastic start to Term 3, Ross seemed to lose interest in his own

robotics challenge come August.  We later considered the possibilities that: his

boss  actually  initiated  the  project;  Ross  was  simply  following  orders  by

interacting  with  the  participating  Canberran  schools.   On  the  other  hand,  he

might have been worried that my BEng (Computer Systems) degree could award

an unfair advantage to our school.  Another possible reason for his sudden drop

in  responsiveness  could  be  that  we were  forced  to  miss  consecutive  tutorial

sessions at his workplace.  Lewis was away for a while after his wife gave birth to

twins, and the ACT Moderation Day took place one week later.  I communicated

these reasons clearly to Ross in an apologetic email but it did not seem to make

any difference.  We eventually decided to throw in the towel rather than call for a

search party.  “The effectiveness of one team member has direct impact on the

effectiveness of another, and perhaps of the entire team” (Friend & Cook, 2007,

p. 62).  Lewis, Mark and I were determined not to let this happen, and instead

allocated  more  time  for  collaborating  about  implementation  strategies.

Nonetheless, this unpredicted shortcoming demonstrates the complex nature of

relating  and  collaborating  faced  by  educators,  especially  when  dealing  with

external  influences.   Without  regular  face-to-face  contact,  assigning

responsibilities  to  unknown and therefore  unproven personnel  can  be a  risky

business.  In  our case,  there was little choice since we had already accepted

JDV's expensive robotics equipment.  Ross' disappearance actually worked out

quite well because we made good use of the equipment and were able to tailor-

make the assessment items to better suit the needs of the students.
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Emmer, Evertson & Worsham (2000) assert that teachers need to respond with

empathy to students to show that they are accepting of their perspectives (n.p.).

Lewis  and  I  carefully  considered  whether  Ross'  challenge  was  fitting  for  all

students, and eventually decided that it should wait until Term 4.  This decision

was  easy  since  the  demonstration  event  will  take  place  in  December.   After

partaking in a few embedded systems projects during my BEng, I mentioned to

Lewis that most students would likely find Ross' challenge to be more difficult

than initially assumed.  The components involved were of a good quality, albeit

expectedly fragile.   Additionally,  achieving reliable, synchronous,  serial,  digital

communication between them was not going to be straightforward.  Based on

these  complicating  factors,  we  decided  to  introduce  the  students  via  the

theoretical  although relatively  technical  “Individual  Assignment”.   From there,

they were primed for the “Group Project” that required the practical design of an

uncomplicated embedded robotic system.  The students were interested in both

assessment  items,  although  we  assumed  they  would  pace  themselves  more

appropriately.  Prior to setting the assessment items, I formatively assessed both

foreign students as having good spoken and written English skills.  They received

32  and  26  out  of  35  respectively  for  Tasks  1  and  4  of  the  “Individual

Assignment”,  which  was  reassuring.   I  chose  assessment  topics  that  were

culturally unspecific, thus limiting the chance of student dissatisfaction.

Teachers should present themselves as moral exemplars for children and young

people because whatever they do or say influences learners (Newman & Pollnitz,

2005).  I wanted to show the students that I acknowledged the importance of

their  tertiary entrance chances,  so I  made an effort  to regularly consult  each

about their progress.  They mostly responded that everything was going along
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well,  but  I  considered  the  possibility  that  some  might  say  so  to  remain

inconspicuous.   I  roamed  around  the  room  throughout  each  lesson,  viewing

students'  computer  screens  and  hardware  assembles  to  draw  my  own

conclusions about their progress.  In cases where students appeared to be stuck,

I usually offered a subtle tip intending to realign their thoughts with a direction of

productivity.  Essentially, I wanted the students to know that they were always

welcome  to  approach  me  for  advice,  particularly  due  to  the  complexness  of

embedded robotics.  Arnold (2005) notes that “communication occurs best in an

environment where the audience feels that their needs are important and cared

about” (p. 19).  Additionally, I have always been a firm believer that students

generally  learn  more  when  happy  in  their  environments.   I  endeavoured  to

provide this during Term 3 by allowing a relaxed classroom environment where

occasional collaborative chatter was encouraged.

Ensuring that summative assessment items are set at levels appropriate for the

students is majorly important.  I realised that achieving this would be difficult,

considering  my  relative  lack  of  experience  as  an  educator.   To  assist  in

overcoming this hurdle, I spoke with the students regularly about their progress

in and satisfaction with the preliminary tasks.  “In general, teachers who have

perfected the art  of  collaboration identify and are comfortable with their  own

expertise as teachers” (Pirola-Merlo, 2003, p. 158).  While I am not professing to

be an educational  expert,  I  can certainly  see the many benefits  gained from

relating and collaborating habitually.

c: Conclusions
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Much  has  been  learned  from  this  suitability  analysis,  and  the  subsequent

implementation yielded good results.  Our initial uncertainty about the potential

prosperity of the external affiliation in question has largely diminished, based on

these results.  By proving that student outcomes could be successful despite a

sizeable breakdown in the collaborative relationship with Ross, Lewis and I have

paved the way for the acceptance of similar futuristic projects.  In the short term,

carefully planned sponsorship  arrangements can be helpful  for  staff,  students

and the overall quality of the teaching-learning program (Marsh, 2004, p. 335).

We had hoped this would be true in our case, and the problems caused by Ross'

loss  of  interest  might  have  been  far  worse  if  not  for  our  relatively  swift

countermeasures.

Overall, the positives gained from using externally-funded equipment outweighed

the negatives lost  in  the form of  Ross'  expert  input.   However,  this  may not

necessarily  be  the  case  in  other  workplaces  without  Lewis'  advanced

collaborative skills steering the ship towards the planned destination.  I advise

that anyone attempting a similar journey should also design and evolve a Plan B,

just in case the intended schedule changes unexpectedly without providing much

notice.   Also,  educators  should  not  make  the  mistake  of  assuming  that  an

externally  configured  advanced  project  will  meet  the  specific  needs  of  their

students  right  out  of  the  box.   Careful  consideration  must  be  given  to  the

required unit outcomes and all summative assessment pieces should be planned

collaboratively from the outset.   Teachers should also observe their  students'

progress  regularly  during  the  period  and  make  suitable  modifications  when

beneficial.   Assuming  these  mission  parameters  are  kept  firmly  in  mind,

externally-funded  advanced  projects  can  be  a  worthwhile  inclusion  in  senior
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secondary unit content.
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8: Appendices

a: Assessment items, supplementary materials, work samples and

results

For more information, see the files included in the “Assessment Items” folder of

this submission.

b: Assessment criteria sheet

GDE4006: Assignment 2: Report: Assessment Criteria Sheet

Student name: ___________________________ Student number: ______________

Criteria Mark
s

• Title page, declaration, acknowledgements and table of 
contents all present, relevant and correct

     /½

• Context statement and situation analysis present and 
correct

     /½

• Conceptual framework present and correct      /1

• Methodological and ethical considerations present and 
correct

     /1

• Scholarly discussion of data analysis and interpretation      /
15

• Scholarly, logical, relevant and well written discussion of 
the results, drawing key findings together and linking to the
literature about the complexity of teachers’ work, 
collaborating and relating in the work site.

     /
15
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• Scholarly and well written conclusions that reflect on 
implications for the attachment site and other 
professionals.  Mode of dissemination to others.

     /5

• References and appendices      /1

• Correct use of grammar, spelling, English expression and 
bibliographical conventions.

     /1

TOTAL MARKS:      /
40

Marker’s Comments 
________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
____

Date: __________________
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